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Abstract Allocation strategies improve the efficiency of crowdsourcing by decreasing the work needed to
complete individual tasks accurately. However, these algorithms introduce bias by preferentially allocating
workers onto easy tasks, leading to sets of completed tasks that are no longer representative of all tasks. This
bias challenges inference of problem-wide properties such as typical task difficulty or crowd properties such
as worker completion times, important information that goes beyond the crowd responses themselves. Here
we study inference about problem properties when using an allocation algorithm to improve crowd efficiency.
We introduce Decision-Explicit Probability Sampling (DEPS), a method to perform inference of problem
properties while accounting for the potential bias introduced by an allocation strategy. Experiments on real and
synthetic crowdsourcing data show that DEPS outperforms baseline inference methods while still leveraging the
efficiency gains of the allocation method. The ability to perform accurate inference of general properties when
using non-representative data allows crowdsourcers to extract more knowledge out of a given crowdsourced
dataset.

Keywords— algorithmic crowdsourcing; data efficiency; efficient data collection; data bias; Dawid-Skene; statistical
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1 Introduction

Crowdsourcing has become a valuable source of information for a wide variety of applications [1, 2, 3], particularly

in areas where humans can perform work not possible or not well suited to computational methods. Common

crowdsourcing tasks include generating labeled training data for machine learning algorithms [4, 5, 6], performing

text recognition or natural language tasks [4], completing surveys [7], or generating novel questions or other creative

inputs [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. However, using human volunteers or paid crowd workers brings with it a host of new

problems [3, 13]. Human workers are often more costly than computational methods, receiving responses from

workers can be relatively slow, and one must worry about worker motivation [14, 15] and reliability [16, 3]. Even with
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reliable workers, challenging tasks often require a consensus approach: multiple workers are given a task and their set

of (possibly noisy) responses are aggregated to generate the final response for the crowdsourcer [17].

Algorithmic crowdsourcing focuses on computational approaches to dealing with issues introduced when using a

crowdsourcing solution [18, 19, 20, 21]. These algorithms improve the crowd’s efficiency by enabling more accurate

information gain, and often reduce the numbers of workers needed. Some methods learn the reliability of workers and

minimize or eliminate the contributions of unreliable workers [22, 18, 16]. Allocation methods, on the other hand,

focus on the tasks being crowdsourced, and attempt to allocate workers towards those tasks that can be completed

most quickly and accurately [19, 21]. Quickly identifying those tasks where workers tend to give the same response

can prevent redundant worker responses and allows the crowdsourcer to decide upon the aggregate response more

efficiently.

The focus of crowd allocation algorithms has been on maximizing accuracy when aggregating responses from the

crowd while minimizing the number of responses needed in order to meet budget constraints. However, other aspects

of a crowdsourcing problem are important to understand besides the final responses to the set of tasks comprising that

problem. For example, a crowdsourcer may wish to identify experts within the crowd or understand how many tasks

are difficult for workers to complete compared with tasks that are easy for workers. Or a crowdsourcer concerned

about latency may want to understand how much time it takes workers to perform a task [23, 12]. Worker completion

times are an example of the more general behavioral traces of workers [24], and a crowdsourcer may be interested in

understanding the pattern of worker dynamics as they perform work. Yet in all these cases, an allocation algorithm

focused on completing tasks accurately can change the set of tasks being shown to workers, introducing a bias where

easily completed tasks are more likely to receive responses from workers and leaving the crowdsourcer with a dataset

that may be unrepresentative of the typical tasks or typical worker behaviour within the crowdsourcing problem.

In this work, we ask if it is possible to reason about properties of crowdsourcing problems while also employing

an efficient allocation algorithm. Of course, one can provide an unbiased view of tasks and workers by assigning

problems at random, but doing so sacrifices the efficiency gains an allocation strategy can provide; it may simply not

be worth the added cost to learn these problem properties, especially if developing accurate responses is the main goal.

We introduce Decision-Explicit Probability Sampling (DEPS), a strategy to perform inference on problem properties

that places the decision process of an efficient allocation algorithm within the inference model. DEPS can provide

inference for a variety of problem properties, although our focus here is on inferring the distribution of problem

difficulty, information a crowdsourcer often desires. Experiments with real crowdsourcing data and synthetic models

show that DEPS provides accurate information about the crowdsourcing problem while using an allocation algorithm,

allowing a crowdsourcer to leverage the efficiency gains of an allocation algorithm while retaining more of the problem
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information that can be lost when using an allocation algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe a model for a crowdsourcing problem with

a fixed budget, discuss the properties of crowdsourcing problems, and detail allocations algorithms that have been

introduced to improve crowdsourcing efficiency. Section 3 illustrates the challenge of property inference when using

efficient allocation strategies. Section 4 introduces Decision-Explicit Probability Sampling (DEPS), a strategy for

integrating the results of an allocation algorithm into property inference. Then, in Secs. 5 and 6 we describe and

present experiments using DEPS on real and synthetic crowdsourcing data. We conclude with a discussion in Sec. 7.

2 Background

Here we describe the model of a crowdsourcing problem along with various problem properties that are meaningful

to study for such a problem. We also provide background on efficient allocation algorithms a crowdsourcer can use to

maximize the information gained from the crowd. Crowdsourcing problem models can be used to generate synthetic

crowdsourced data (as a generative model), but the primary use of the model is to build inference procedures to be

used when processing real crowdsourced data (as a statistical model).

2.1 Crowdsourcing model

As is standard practice, we employ the Dawid-Skene model for a crowdsourcing problem [22]. A crowdsourcing

problem consists N tasks, each of which is considered a binary labeling task. Binary tasks can represent image

classification tasks, survey questions, and so forth, and while relatively simplistic, binary labeling forms the basis of

most crowdsourcing models. The binary task model can generalize to categorical tasks as well, but such tasks can

always be binarized by treating the most common individual response as a ‘1’ and all other responses as ‘0’. Let

zi ∈ {0, 1} be the true (unknown) label for task. A total of M workers are given one or more of these tasks and respond

by providing a label for the given task. Let yi j ∈ {0, 1} be the response of worker j ∈ [1, M] to task i ∈ [1, N], ai

the total number of 1-labels for task i, bi the total number of 0-labels, and ni = ai + bi the total number of responses

to i. Individual worker responses are taken as iid for a given task. Not all workers necessarily respond to every task,

so define Ji as the set of workers who responded to task i, and
��∪N

i=1Ji
�� = M (we assume every worker responds to

at least one task and no worker responds to the same task more than once). Likewise, let Ij be the set of tasks that

worker j responded to, with |∪M
j=1Ij | = N . The crowdsourcer can then aggregate the individual responses to reach a

consensus response. The goal is to infer best estimates ẑi ≈ zi given worker responses yi j . Often the crowdsourcer must

approach this goal under budget constraints, as costs are incurred when employing a crowd. Let T be a crowdsourcer’s
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total budget, meaning the crowdsourcer can request at most T individual worker responses. This constraint leads to∑
i ni ≤ T . In seminal work, Dawid and Skene use an EM-algorithm to infer zi that outperforms the basic majority-vote

strategy [22] and much subsequent work has studied and generalized this approach [4, 17].

2.2 Problem properties

Learning labels accurately is the goal of the crowdsourced labeling problem described above. However, there are

potentially many other properties of such problems that are of interest to researchers. For example, what constitutes

a typical task within the problem? Do tasks tend to be easy for workers to complete or are tasks difficult? Are there

distinguishing features of tasks, such as groups or categories of tasks that are similar in some way? Likewise, a

crowdsourcer may wish to learn properties of the crowd workers. Are there experts among the workers? Are workers

reliable or not? How quickly can workers complete a task? Can we learn about worker behavioral traces [24], the

patterns of activities the workers undertake as they respond to a task?

In general, learning both task properties and crowd properties can be of significant benefit to a crowdsourcer: tasks

can be better designed accounting for features of the tasks and how workers interact with them, costs can be better

forecast and planned, and more reliable data can be generated by the crowd. Of course, the details and importance of

these properties will be heavily dependent on the type of crowdsourcing problem, but learning properties can potentially

reveal significant information for the crowdsourcer, beyond that of the task labels themselves.

2.3 Efficient allocation methods

Various allocation strategies have been developed with the goal of assigning tasks to workers in order to maximize

information gained about labels while minimizing costs [21, 25]. Here we provide background on how these algorithms

assign tasks.

Requallo [21] is a flexible allocation framework that addresses the challenge of efficient crowdsourcing for labeling

tasks. WithRequallo, crowdsourcers (1) define completion requirements that tasksmust satisfy to be deemed completed,

(2) apply a task allocation strategy to maximize the number of completed tasks within a given budget T (number of

worker responses). When a task i is completed the crowdsourcer will cease seeking new responses for i and be able

to decide the final estimated label ẑi . There are many ways to define a completion requirement. For example, a ratio

requirement for a binary labeling task i would determine that i is complete when one label is assigned by workers

sufficiently more often than the other label: a ratio requirement of c determines task i to be complete if either ai/bi > c

or bi/ai > c, where ai and bi are the number of 1-labels and 0-labels given by workers for task i, respectively. (In

practice, the Requallo authors use smoothed counts ai + 1 and bi + 1 for their requirement.) Using the requirement,
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let C(t) ⊆ [1, . . . , N] be the set of completed tasks after receiving t ≤ T total responses from workers. The Requallo

requirement implements an early stopping rule while ensuring there is sufficient information to decide whether zi = 0

or zi = 1 with some degree of accuracy, with uncompleted tasks being undecided.

With a completeness requirement in place, Requallo then allocates tasks toworkers using aMarkovDecision Process

(MDP) designed to quickly identify and distribute to workers those tasks which can be completed and to identify and

avoid distributing those tasks which are unlikely to be completed. Due to computational complexity, the Requallo

framework determines a policy for allocating tasks using a one-step look-ahead greedy method; see Li et al. [21] for

full details of the Requallo MDP reward function and optimization method. Requallo’s completeness requirement

combined with its allocation strategy gives significant efficiency gains, with more tasks completed accurately using a

fixed budget of worker responses than other allocation methods.

However, the completeness and allocation components of Requallo also introduce bias in the collected data.

Crucially, Requallo stops allocating tasks that reach completeness and the greedy MDP optimization can lead to hard

tasks (those unlikely to reach completeness) being ignored in favor of easy tasks (those likely to reach completeness).

These properties together greatly contribute to the bias introduced by Requallo, which may be especially harmful when

a crowdsourcer wants to study properties of tasks and/or workers beyond the resulting labels themselves.

Not all allocation methods explicitly distinguish decided and undecided tasks. Opt-KG [25], for example, works

to optimize accuracy among the set of tasks by allocating to the appropriate tasks in order to optimize the accuracy

across all tasks. Once the algorithm has determined a sufficiently accurate label for easier tasks, it directs the budget

towards tasks that are less accurate (hard tasks). This equates to a similar bias as the Requallo framework, where less

information is obtained about easy tasks, even without an explicit decision process for those tasks. Of course, any

such allocation method can always be augmented with a decision process by including a completion requirement, and

deciding if tasks are completed based on that requirement.

3 Allocation methods lead to non-representative sets of tasks

Before introducing our method for inferring problem-wide properties of a crowdsourcing problem, we first illustrate

the challenge introduced when a crowdsourcer employs an efficient allocation algorithm. Of course, this challenge

can be eliminated by forgoing use of an allocation algorithm, but doing so may be too cost prohibitive to consider in

practice.

We applied the Requallo allocation algorithm to a crowdsourcing problem of N = 1000 tasks averaged over 100

independent simulations defined as follows. Each synthetic task i is represented by a Bernoulli RV parameterized by
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(a) Distribution of p for completed tasks (b) Distribution of p̂ for completed and uncompleted tasks

Figure 1: Requallo Allocation leads to non-representative sets of completed tasks, and biased information about problem properties.
(a) Easy tasks (with p far from 1/2) are over-represented in the set of completed tasks while hard tasks (with p near 1/2) are
under-represented. (b) Estimates of p are biased, when looking at easy tasks there are pileups at p = (0, 1) and p = (0.2, 0.8) for the
"smoothed" distribution, looking at hard tasks, there are pileups at p = 0.5.

pi , the probability of a 1-label. Here, tasks closer to pi = 1/2 are more difficult than tasks far from 1/2, because a task

with p ≈ 1/2 will take many worker responses before we can accurately conclude whether zi = 1 or 0. We took the

prior distribution Pr(pi) of pi to be uniform, pi ∼ U[0, 1]. Knowing the true distribution of task difficulty Pr(p) in this

situation allows us to compare with the observed distribution developed by employing the Requallo Algorithm with

completeness ratio requirement c = 4 (Sec. 2.3).

Figure 1 compares the results a crowdsourcer using the Requallo allocation algorithm would receive with the

underlying distribution of the problem. In Fig. 1(a) we show the difficulties of tasks deemed by Requallo to be

completed versus all tasks: Pr (pi | i ∈ C) versus Pr(pi). There is a significant bias in these distributions with Requallo-

completed tasks containing far more easy tasks and far fewer difficult tasks than the overall distribution would imply.

Of course, this is an example of Requallo working by design: a net consequence of efficient allocation (and in particular

the early stopping rule introduced by the completeness requirement) will always be more easy tasks than hard tasks

completed. Yet it is evident that we are unable to capture the underlying uniform distribution with this method.

Similarly, in Fig. 1(b) we examine the distributions of estimates of problem difficulty p̂ for both completed and

uncompleted tasks. Examining Pr(p̂) alongside Pr(p) is important as a crowdsourcer in practice will not have access

to the true parameters pi and must instead infer them from the worker responses. Further, a crowdsourcer must often

deal with small-data issues as ni may be small for a given task i. An example of this is when ai = 0 or ai = ni ,

leading to p̂ = 0 or p̂ = 1; many inference procedures can fail when no counts for a given category are observed. A

common solution to this problem is to use a smoothed estimate of p̂, where ai , bi , and ni are replaced with ai + ε ,

bi + ε , ni + 2ε , respectively (we use ε = 1 as did the Requallo authors [21]). Examining the distributions in Fig. 1(b),
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we see a significant bias in the smoothed Pr(p̂), with a trimodal sample despite the true underlying distribution being

uniform. There is a “pileup” of values at p̂ = 1/2 alongside pileups at p̂ = 1/2 ± c−1
2(c+1) , where

c−1
2(c+1) parameterize

the Requallo requirements. The central pileup corresponds to tasks underexplored by the crowd because Requallo

deemed them too difficult and instead allocated workers to other tasks. Those other tasks, meanwhile, tend to pile up

at 1/2 ± c−1
2(c+1) because those ratios correspond to the point where Requallo decides the task is complete and ceasing

allocating workers to the task, preventing us from determining if the parameter p is either more or less extreme than

the estimate p̂. These phenomena show how Requallo is actually working well in terms of avoiding redundant worker

responses, but also emphasizes the bias introduced by Requallo: hard tasks are underexplored, but easy tasks are also

underexplored.

4 Decision-Explicit Probability Sampling (DEPS)

Suppose we wish to learn about the properties x of a crowdsourcing problem, such as the distribution of problem

difficulty p. Accurately estimating the distribution of p may be helpful for understanding the types of labeling tasks

we ask workers to perform, for categorizing tasks into different groups, and for forecasting budgetary expenses such

as total cost to perform typical tasks or total time we expect to wait for workers to complete their assignments. Given

sufficient data, the distribution of p can be estimated relatively quickly. Let ni be the total number of responses to

binary labeling task i and ai be the number of 1-labels given by workers. Then p̂i = ai/ni is the MLE (point) estimate

for pi . Aggregating many estimates p̂ can then be used to infer the distribution P
(
p | {yi j}

)
≈ P(p̂).

Unfortunately, this estimation strategy will be data-intensive in practice, leading to costly crowdsourcing simply

to infer the overall distribution of p. Efficient algorithms are commonly introduced to “speed up” crowdsourcing by

allowing more accurate labels to be determined with fewer workers. However, as we saw in Sec. 3 and Fig. 1, these

methods work at the expense of information about p: by focusing crowd resources on the easiest-to-complete tasks,

the crowdsourcer is left with incomplete and unrepresentative data about the overall distribution of, in this case, p. We

ask in this work if it is possible to overcome the bias introduced by an efficient allocation algorithm, allowing one to

both generate labels efficiently and still perform accurate inference of problem-wide features.

We propose Decision-Explicit Probability Sampling (DEPS), a method to perform inference of the problem

distribution for a property x when using crowdsourced data gathered by an allocation method. The allocation method

will introduce some form of bias into the estimates x̂, so our main focus is introducing a means to reason about the

unbiased distribution of x given the observed, biased distribution of x̂. DEPS works by explicitly incorporating the

decision process of the efficient algorithm into the inferential model.
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DEPS proceeds in two phases. The first is developing an inferential model for x that incorporates the allocation

method’s decisions and the resulting bias, leading to a corrected variable x̃. Next, a probability model is fit to x̃ to

infer the distribution P(x) of property x. To begin, notice that a completed task i may be decided to have label ẑi = 0

or label ẑi = 1, depending on the {yi j | j ∈ Ji}, otherwise a task is undecided. Let the decision indicator di(t) be the

crowdsourcer’s decision for task i after receiving a total of t ≤ T responses (across all tasks):

di(t) =



−1 if i decided zi = 0,

0 if i undecided,

1 if i decided zi = 1.

(1)

with the set of completed tasks C(t) = {i ∈ [1, N] | di(t) , 0}. DEPS incorporates the decision variable into our

inference model as follows. For each xi , we determine a posterior distribution using

P(xi | {yi j}, di) ∝
∏
j

P(yi j | xi)P(xi | di), (2)

We incorporate the decision di into the prior P(xi | di) for xi , choosing a different prior distribution for each decision

status. In other words, we use the prior distributions xi | di ∼ Ddi (Φdi ), where Dd is the prior distribution associated

with decision d and parameterized by Φdi . Depending on the decision of task i and the features of property x, this

prior can be used to reflect the mechanism of the efficient algorithm. Specifically, once di , 0, the algorithm no

longer allocates budget to that task which creates truncation in the distribution of tasks and information about x is

lacking. If the efficient budget allocation algorithm is performing well, we can reason that the tasks that are considered

complete could have a different distribution for x than what x̂, estimated from the truncated crowd data, tells us. The

priors Dd can reflect our understanding of how x may be affected by the allocation algorithm. Next, to develop a

single probability distribution for x, DEPS continues by generating a sample x̃ to serve as a debiased x (as opposed

to, for example, working with a mixture of N per-task distributions): for each task i ∈ [1, . . . , N], sample x̃i from the

distribution P(xi | yi j, di). Inference on these aggregated { x̃} is then performed using standard techniques such as

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) or the method of moments. For MLE, for example, parameters θ for P(x̃) are

determined by maximizing the joint log-likelihood lnL (θ | { x̃}) of the parameters given the data.

As a concrete application of DEPS, we now focus on the property of problem difficulty discussed above (where now

x = p); we discuss other properties in Sec. 4.2. An allocation algorithm will introduce bias into the data, making the

point estimates p̂i = ai/ni unreliable (Fig. 1(b)). For problem difficulty p, the beta distribution is the natural choice of

prior: pi | di ∼ Beta(αdi , βdi ) with parameters Φdi = (αdi , βdi ). Worker responses are modeled yi j ∼ Bernoulli(pi),

then the posterior for pi (Eq. 2) will also follow a beta distribution with parameters ai + αdi and bi + βdi , where ai
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and bi are the number of 1 and 0 labels, respectively, for task i. The choice of hyperparameters αd and βd gives the

researcher flexibility in how they incorporate the efficient algorithm’s decision into the inference model. For example,

a beta prior that is skewed towards p = 0 could be used for tasks that have di = −1 with another beta skewed towards

p = 1 used for di = 1. The amount of skewness of the d , 0 priors can then reflect how confident the researcher is

in the allocation algorithm’s decision. And tasks that are undecided will have priors that provide more weight near

p = 1/2. We illustrate two choices of decision priors in Fig. 2 and we discuss a data-driven approach to calibrating

these priors in Sec. 4.1.

Having generated a sample {p̃}, inference is performed using standard maximum likelihood estimates. The joint

log-likelihood for the parameters of (in this case) a beta distribution given the data are

ln L(α, β | {p̃}) =
N∑
i=1

lnLi(α, β | p̃i)

= (α − 1)
N∑
i=1

ln p̃i + (β − 1)
N∑
i=1

ln(1 − p̃i) − N ln B(α, β).

(3)

MLE values for α and β are then found numerically by solving:

∂ lnL(α, β | {p̃})
∂α

=

N∑
i=1

ln p̃i − N (ψ(α) − ψ(α + β)) = 0 (4)

∂ lnL(α, β | {p̃})
∂β

=

N∑
i=1

ln(1 − p̃i) − N (ψ(β) − ψ(α + β)) = 0 (5)

where ψ is the digamma function. An alternative approach is to use the method of moments estimators:

α̂ = p

(
p (1 − p)

S2
p̂

− 1

)
, β̂ = (1 − p)

(
p (1 − p)

S2
p̂

− 1

)
, (6)

where p and S2
p̂
are the sample mean and variance, respectively, of p̂.

4.1 Calibrating decision priors

Our approach to inferring the difficulty distribution introduces decision priors Dd to integrate the crowdsourcing

allocation algorithm into the inference. The exact choice of these priors is up to the needs of the research; this freedom

provides the researcher a framework for expressing their confidence in the algorithm. For example, a researcher

studying problem difficulty p who is very confident in the algorithm’s decision di = 1 (di = −1) would select priors

that are sharply peaked at pi = 1 (p0 = 0). Likewise, a researcher with less confidence in the decisions would choose

flatter priors over 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1.

Depending on their problem, researchers may have a priori reasons for choosing their priors. But, sometimes,
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Figure 2: Example decision priors for when a researcher is (a) less confident in the allocation method’s decisions, (b) more confident
in the decisions.

they may wish to calibrate their decision priors from data. Here we describe one calibration method. Suppose the

researcher has access to a small number of gold standard (GS) crowdsourcing tasks, where the true labels zi for these

items are known. We propose to apply the crowdsourcing algorithm to these gold standard items in order to estimate

its accuracy, then calibrate the decision priors accordingly.

Suppose there are n0 GS tasks with true label z = 0 and n1 GS tasks with true label z = 1. Let m00 be the number

of n0 tasks decided by the algorithm to be label zero (d = −1) and let m01 be the number of n0 tasks decided to be label

one (d = 1) (with m00+m01 = n0). Likewise, define m11 and m10 for the n1 tasks (with m11+m10 = n1). Now, consider

the d = −1 prior. We argue that the prior probability for p < 1/2 should be m00/n0. (In practice, these counts m will

likely need to be smoothed to avoid zero counts; see below.) Likewise, for d = 1, the prior probability for p > 1/2

should be m11/n1. For a beta d = −1 decision prior, we can thus choose the Beta parameters to satisfy

m00
n0
=

∫ 1/2

0
D−1(p | a−1, b−1) dp, (7)

where D−1 is the beta prior for d = −1 with parameters a−1 and b−1. This integral is the regularized incomplete Beta

function I1/2(a−1, b−1). Choosing a−1 = 1 reduces this to I1/2(1, b−1) = 1 − (1/2)b−1 , giving a calibrated b−1 of

b−1 = log2

(
n0

m01

)
. (8)

Likewise, to calibrate the d = 1 decision prior D1 = Beta(a1, b1), choose parameters a1 and b1 that satisfy

m11
n1
= 1 −

∫ 1/2

0
D1(p | a1, b1) dp. (9)

Again, choosing b1 = 1 for simplicity gives a calibrated a1 = log2 (n1/m10).

These choices of prior parameters (1, b0) and (a1, 1) now serve to calibrate the decision priors given the performance
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on the GS tasks. Of course, not all problems have corresponding GS tasks (indeed, we do not use GS tasks in this

work), but for those problems where such tasks are available, this method, which is applicable beyond the case of x = p

that we focus on, provides a simple means to inform the prior before continuing on to the main set of tasks.

4.2 Generalizations and other applications of DEPS

DEPS is a general-purpose approach to inference about problems when using efficient allocation strategies. Although

we focus our study on inferring the distribution of task difficulties, here we briefly discuss other applications of DEPS.

One application of DEPS is to infer worker completion times. If workers are consistently given easy tasks only, then

we may have a biased representation of how quickly they can complete work. We can use DEPS to infer completion

times as follows. Let {Si j} be the completion times for tasks i = 1, . . . , N and workers j = 1, . . . , M , e.g., the

number of seconds they took to complete the tasks. Human interevent times are often modeled with a log-normal,

ln(Si j) ∼ N(µj, τj) [26]. We establish conjugate priors, µj | τj, d ∼ N(µd, τj) and τj | d ∼ Gamma(αd, βd), with

αd, βd > 0. The posterior for µj and τj is

P(µj, τj | di, {Si j}) ∝
∏
i∈Ij

P(Si j | µj, τj, di)P(µj | τj, di)P(τj | di). (10)

This model yields an estimated distribution for completion time for each worker. To understand the distribution for

all workers, the researcher can sample from each distribution and aggregate the samples, µ̃j and τ̃j . The distribution

P(µ̃, τ̃) ≈ P(µ, τ), the true, overall distribution of worker completion times. Assuming that completion times and task

difficulty are related, we can reflect the decision di of the algorithm by varying the parameters of the priors for µj and

τj given di For example, a normal prior with a larger mean may be appropriate for a task that has been undecided

(di = 0), while decided tasks (di , 0), should have a prior with a smaller mean.

In addition to worker completion times, DEPS can also consider task completion times. Since the tasks are not

randomly shown to the workers the data collected on task completion time will also be biased. For this application

of DEPS, we again model the time to complete tasks, Si j , as a log-normal, ln(Si j) ∼ N(µi, τi) and establish priors

µi | τi, di ∼ N(µdi , τi) and τi | di ∼ Gamma(αdi , βdi ), with αdi , βdi > 0. The posterior for µi and τi of task i is

P(µi, τi | di, {Si j}) ∝
∏
j∈Ji

P(Si j | µi, τi, di)P(µi | τi, di)P(τi | di). (11)

The priors are then adjusted to reflect the decisions di in a manner similar to the worker completion time model given

above, as is the inference of the overall distribution of task completion times.

Even further generalizations of DEPS are possible. Briefly, suppose a crowdsourcer is interested in understanding

the behavioural traces of workers as they complete tasks. One approach is to use observed worker dynamics to
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determine a vector space for embedding each worker. Distances in this space can then be used to predict worker

features or activities [27]. Let ui j = xi + ei j be a k-dimensional data vector representing the behavioural trace data

for worker j responding to task i, where xi is the population data for that task and ei j is the worker-specific deviations

from the population. Then, let wj be a k-dimensional unit vector for encoding worker j. This encoding vector and

its estimator ŵj , can capture the various contributions of the behavioural trace data to the worker’s labeling decision:

the worker responds with yi j = 1 if the projection
〈
ui j,wj

〉
≥ τj , otherwise yi j = 0. Inference of this vector can be

performed given priors for the parameters (such as τj) and ui j , parameterized by a multivariate Gaussian distribution,

for example. The allocation strategy’s decisions can then be incorporated by defining suitable decision priors for ui j ,

wj , and so forth, conditioned on di .

While only brief outlines, the above applications of DEPS indicate that suitable conditioning of statistical models,

even complex ones, using the decision variables, has the potential to improve the information attainable about the

crowdsourcing problem at hand.

5 Materials and Methods

In this section, we describe the real-world crowdsourcing datasets we analyze (Sec. 5.1), the synthetic crowdsourcing

we simulate (Sec. 5.4), and how DEPS is applied including the details of the efficient allocation framework we use

(Sec. 5.2). We focus on using DEPS to infer the task difficulty distribution Pr(p), where p is the probability a worker

response yi j = 1; tasks with p ≈ 1/2 are difficult in that it takes many worker responses to accurately distinguish if

z = 1 or z = 0. See Sec. 4 for a general specification of DEPS along with examples for inferring properties other than

p. We also describe a traditional “baseline” method to compare DEPS (Sec. 5.3) to, and we describe our quantitative

measures of evaluation for these methods (Sec. 5.5). The results of our experiments are presented in Sec. 6

5.1 Datasets

We study three crowdsourcing datasets. These data were not generated using an efficient allocation algorithm, and

so it has become standard practice to evaluate such algorithms with these data [21, 10]— since labels were collected

independently, one can use an allocation algorithm to choose what order to reveal labels from the full set of labels,

essentially “rerunning” the crowdsourcing after the fact. Following Li, et al. [21], we only utilize at most 50% of the

total responses available so that the allocation algorithm does not “run out” of requested labels as it polls the data.

RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) dataset [4]. Pairs of written statements were taken from the PASCAL

RTE-1 data challenge [28] and shown to Amazon Mechanical Turk workers who responded whether or not one
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statement entailed the other. These data consist of N = 800 binary tasks each of which received 10 labels from

workers, giving a total of 8, 000 responses.

Bluebirds Identifying Bluebirds dataset [27]. Each task is a photo of a bluebird, either an Indigo Bunting or a Blue

Grosbeak, and the worker is asked if the photo contains an Indigo Bunting. There are N = 108 binary tasks, and

39 responses for each tasks, therefore, a total of 4, 212 responses.

Relevance Identifying Page Relevance dataset [29]. Each task displays a webpage and a given topic, the worker is

asked to determine if the webpage is relevant to the given topic. This dataset contains N = 2, 275 tasks, with

a range of 1 to 10 responses per task. There is on average 6.04 responses per task. In total there are 13, 749

responses.

When applying DEPS to infer the distributions of task difficulty p for these datasets, we used beta decision priors with

parameters Φ−1 = (1, 2), Φ0 = (2, 2), and Φ1 = (2, 1).

5.2 Allocation method

We used the Requallo allocation algorithm to choose which task labels are received, either from the real datasets

(Sec. 5.1) or the simulated crowdsourcing (Sec. 5.4). We chose for completeness a ratio requirement with c = 4

(Sec. 2.3). All other details were as those given by Li et al. [21].

5.3 Baseline method—Wald estimation

To understand the performance of DEPS, we compare to the following baseline method, known as Wald estimation,

which is a conventional approach to this inference problem. Wald estimation uses the MLE estimator for p: for each

task i, p̂i = ai/ni , where ai is the number of positive responses to i from workers and ni is the total number of

responses from workers. The p̂ are then used directly to approximate the distribution Pr(p) ≈ Pr(p̂) and estimate the

beta parameters using Eqs. (3)–(5) or Eq. (6).

Unlike DEPS (Sec. 4), this baseline estimation using p̂ suffers from small-data problems. Specifically, if either

ai = 0 or ai = ni , then the likelihood used in MLE is undefined. Yet, either situation is likely when only a few labels are

collected for task, which can often occur when using an efficient allocation strategy (see Fig. 1(b)). A common solution

to this problem is to use a smoothed estimate of p̂, where ai , bi , and ni are replaced with ai + ε , bi + ε , and ni + 2ε ,

respectively (we use ε = 1). Unfortunately, while smoothing to this degree using “pseudo-labels” is common, such a

level of smoothing may overly bias our Wald estimates of p̂ towards p̂ = 1/2, so we also explore an alternative solution:

the values of p̂ are transformed using (p̂(N − 1) + 1/2) /N such that now p̂ ∈ (0, 1) instead of p̂ ∈ [0, 1] [30]. We
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explore both solutions in our results (Sec. 6), but focus on the transformed p̂, which we found generally outperformed

the smoothed p̂. In practice, when fitting to {p̂}, we found better parameter estimates when using MLE for smoothed

Wald and Method of Moments for transformed Wald. DEPS, in contrast, is not affected by this small-data problem.

5.4 Crowdsourcing simulations

We wish to supplement our results using real crowdsourcing with controlled simulations of crowdsourcing problems.

To generate synthetic datasets according to the crowdsourcing model defined in Sec. 2, we assume each task i has an

intrinsic parameter pi with each worker response to task i as a Bernoulli variable with parameter pi . This probability

governs how difficult a task is in terms of how many responses are necessary to determine its label: the closer p is

to 1/2 the more labels are necessary to accurately distinguish z = 0 from z = 1. We further endow the model with

a prior probability distribution on pi , specifically p ∼ Beta(α, β), a beta distribution with hyperparameters α and β.

This prior distribution lets us generate N tasks and control the difficulty of each by determining how many tasks are

near p ≈ 1/2 and how many tasks are near p ≈ 0 or p ≈ 1. Conversely, statistical inference can be performed to

determine the posterior distribution of p given the data {yi j}. Using this simulation model we can implement efficient

budget allocation techniques such as Requallo in order to study the effect of efficient allocation on the distribution

Pr(p). Unlike with the real data, the true distribution of p is known, and we can test inference methods by comparing

their estimates to the true distribution.

To apply DEPS to simulated data, we used decision prior parameters Φ−1 = (1, 5), Φ0 = (5, 5), and Φ1 = (5, 1).

These are more confident priors than the ones used with real data (Sec. 5.1); see Sec. 7 for further discussion.

5.5 Evaluating performance

We use an information-theoretic measure to quantitatively compare the distribution Pr(p) of task difficulty p found

under various conditions. For synthetic datasets we have imposed the ground truth distribution of p, so we can compare

our inferred estimates to this known ground truth. The ground truth distributions are not available to us when examining

the real datasets, so instead we compare the estimated Pr(p) found with a biased portion of the data revealed using

Requallo with the estimated Pr(p) found using all the data, which were collected in an unbiased manner.

The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (or relative entropy) between two random variables X and Y (measured in
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‘nats’) is

DKL (X,Y ) =
∫ ∞

−∞

fX (x; θ) ln
(

fX (x; θ)
fY (x; θ ′)

)
dx (12)

= ln
(
B (α′, β′)
B (α, β)

)
+ (α − α′)ψ(α) + (β − β′)ψ(β) + (α′ − α + β′ − β)ψ(α + β), (13)

where fX ( fY ) is the density for X (Y ), and the second line holds for the case where X and Y are both beta-distributed:

X ∼ Beta (α, β) and Y ∼ Beta (α′, β′), B is the Beta function, and ψ is the digamma function. We utilize Eq. (13) to

measure how well our inference method estimates the underlying prior beta distribution of p. If the distributions of p

are not Beta, or one is interested in a different property than p, one can still use the general Eq. (12), perhaps with an

appropriate sample estimator for the KL-divergence [31]. We take X to be the ground truth distribution for p (synthetic

data) or the distribution estimated using the full, unbiased data (real data), and Y to be the distribution inferred using

DEPS on Requallo-collected data.

6 Experiments

We divide our experiments into those analyzing real-world data (Sec. 6.1, Figs. 3–5, and Table 1) and those analyzing

synthetic crowdsourcing simulations (Sec. 6.2 and Figs. 6, 7).

6.1 Real-world data

Figure 3 considers estimation of the difficulty distribution Pr(p) when limited to 25% of the available budget. For the

Wald baseline method, Fig. 3 show how efficient allocation biases the estimated p̂ towards 1/2 in the "smoothed" case

and toward 0 or 1 in the "transformed" case. In contrast to Wald, which requires either smoothed or transformed point

estimates, DEPS shows good qualitative agreement with the full data, and fits the unmodified data, making it more

robust than Wald to the bias from efficient allocation.

Expanding upon Fig. 3 we now investigate in Fig. 4 how the estimates of Pr(p) change as more budget is made

available to the crowdsourcer, up to 50% of the total number of labels provided by the data. We observe in both Wald

and DEPS that the estimated distributions converge quickly, often with as little as 10% of available data.

Expanding on the distribution convergence, Fig. 5 shows how much information about the distribution of p given

by the full (unbiased) data is provided by DEPS and Wald as more biased data are made using Requallo. With the

exception of the Relevance dataset, where performance is relatively comparable, DEPS provides more information as

evidenced by the lower KL-divergence (Sec. 5.5). Interestingly, Wald shows performance that degrades slightly with

more data in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), likely due to the fact that, while more data are available, there is more biased data
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Figure 3: Inference of problem difficulty distributions using 25% of labels. Tasks are allocated using Requallo, thenWald estimation
or DEPS estimation of problem difficulty is performed. These results are compared to the distribution of p̂ estimated using the full
dataset (100% of labels), show as histograms. The “smoothed” and “transformed” variants of Wald estimation tend to add too much
probability near either the center (p = 1/2) or extremes (p = 0, 1). DEPS achieves good agreement with the full data distribution.
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Figure 4: Convergence of estimated distributions as more crowd data are used. Visually, we see that DEPS and Wald (transformed)
both converge relatively quickly, often after using only 10% of the available data.
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Figure 5: DEPS generally provides more information about the distribution estimated using the full, unbiased dataset than Wald,
whose performance degrades as more (biased) data are received, with the exception of Relevance. Shaded areas denote 95% CI
computed over Requallo realizations.

Table 1: In all cases, DEPS parameter estimates are closer than Wald estimates to the parameters inferred using the full, unbiased
dataset.

Estimates from biased 50% data Full data
Dataset Method α [95% CI] β [95% CI] α β

RTE Wald 0.88 [0.775, 1.05] 0.62 [0.532, 0.728] 1.24 0.92
DEPS 1.43 [1.265, 1.625] 1.12 [0.974, 1267] 1.24 0.92

Bluebirds Wald 0.46 [0.31, 0.61] 0.88 [0.628, 1.186] 2.25 3.66
DEPS 1.00 [0.780, 1.249] 1.56 [1.28, 2.071] 2.25 3.66

Relevance Wald 0.98 [0.926, 1.03] 0.49 [0.463, 0.523] 1.51 0.72
DEPS 1.53 [1.529, 1.608] 1.00 [0.945, 1.056] 1.51 0.72

available, as these responses are gathered in a non-uniform manner due to Requallo. DEPS, however, does not exhibit

this degraded performance on these data. We discuss this further in Sec. 7.

Lastly, to further compare DEPS and Wald estimates on the real-world datasets, Table 1 shows the estimated

parameters θ = (α, β) for Pr(p). We applied both methods to 50% of the data gathered using Requallo (and the bias

entailed by Requallo). For comparison, we also report θ as estimated using the full, unbiased data. Although there

remains room for improvement, Table 1 shows that DEPS achieves estimates of θ closer to estimates from the unbiased

data than Wald does in all cases.

6.2 Synthetic data

Supplementing our results using real datasets, we also explored the performance of DEPS and theWald baseline method

for crowdsourcing problemswhere the true distributionPr(p) is known. Figure 6 shows theKL-divergence DKL between

estimated Pr(p) and the true distribution across a range of parameter values (α, β). Across most parameters, except

for some cases with extremely small values of α or β, DEPS provides more information (lower DKL) than Wald does

about the true distribution. (Note the logarithmic color scale for DKL used in Fig. 6.)
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Figure 6: The KL-divergence (or relative entropy) DKL between the inferred and true distributions of p over a range of parameters
for the true distribution. Here we see that DEPS outperforms Wald for most parameter values, achieving a lower divergence in its
estimates of the true distribution.

Next, we investigated howDEPS andWald performed in terms of budget efficiency. Figure 7(a) shows the evolution

of DKL as more responses are received. Overall, DEPS is consistently more informative about the true distribution of

p than Wald. As with the real-world data (Fig. 5), we do not see a monotonic decrease in DKL as more responses are

received. DEPS generally fares better in this regard, although some degradation is also observed (note the logarithmic

vertical scale, however). Likewise, Fig. 7(b) shows the average number of responses needed to reach DKL < 0.3

nats. In these cases, DEPS reaches this information-theoretic threshold with fewer responses than the traditional Wald

method.

Taken together, DEPS is budget-efficient, able to generate more information about the underlying distribution Pr(p)

than baseline methods even when baseline methods use the same efficient allocation algorithm.

7 Discussion

DEPS is a flexible approach to estimating a distribution when given biased data. By explicitly incorporating the efficient

algorithm’s decisions into the prior distributions, DEPS can adjust for the bias induced by task allocation algorithms.

Using Requallo as an allocation strategy, DEPS estimates a more accurate distribution for the true, unknown property

distribution than if estimation were performed using traditional methods. This allows researchers to collect data from

the crowd efficiently, while being able to extract information about more than just the correct label for a task.

Our experiments (Sec. 6) provide evidence supporting the performance of DEPS, both its accuracy and its efficiency,

but more work is warranted. We focused our validation procedure around a single inference task, estimating the

difficulty distribution for a crowdsourcing problem. Future work should consider other problem properties, such as
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Figure 7: Panel (a) shows DEPS and Wald estimates of true distribution over budget (total number of responses) for a subset
of underlying distributions. DEPS consistently provides more information than the Wald baseline about the true distribution, as
measured using the KL divergence. Panel (b) denotes the average number of responses needed to reach DKL ≤ 0.3. For these cases
DEPS achieves this accuracy level in fewer responses than the Wald baseline.

better understanding completion times or behavioural traces of works, as we briefly sketched out in Sec. 4.2. DEPS

works using an informative “decision” prior, and this introduces subjectivity into the property inference. We provided

some guidance for calibrating decision priors, but there remains considerable researcher flexibility. Indeed, we found

variations in DEPS performance across the parameter space in Fig. 6 that imply care may be needed when matching

decision priors to specific problems. A systematic study of choosing and tuning decision priors efficiently is warranted.

We found in our results that performance ofDEPS (for synthetic data)would degrade asmore datawere collected. As

more labels are received overall, more difficult tasks are more likely to reach the completeness requirement, pushing the

“horizon” of completeness towards p = 1/2. In this case, we may want to flatten our priors accordingly. In other words,

we motivated the choice of steep decision priors in Sec. 4 as representing the confidence that we have in the algorithm’s

decisions, but, in fact, that steepness is also related to the budget available to the crowdsourcer. Incorporating a

budget dependency into the design of the decision priors is therefore an important avenue for improvement, particularly

for a large-scale deployment of DEPS. This would be especially interesting for crowdsourcing problems designed

to distribute the crowd non-uniformly, deploying more workers in some areas of the problem space than others and

adapting (perhaps dynamically) the DEPS decision priors accordingly.

In summary, DEPS provides a method to account for the bias introduced by efficient allocation algorithms in order

to better understand properties of interest for a crowdsourcing problem. The researcher can apply DEPS to problems

of interest by adapting the decision priors to reflect how the allocation method introduces bias. The flexibility of DEPS

allows for researchers to implement DEPS for a variety of research questions, such as understanding problem difficulty,

worker completion times, and behavioral traces. Researchers can implement efficient crowdsourcing while performing

accurate inference about the distribution of interest, showing that DEPS can help address one of the key challenges of
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crowdsourcing: maximizing the information gained from finite, and often costly to gather, data.
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